FIRST OVER EVEREST
talked about things in general and the Everest flight in parti-
cular, the Maharaja expressing agreement with our plans
and giving his approval to a second flight if required.
"To facilitate local government the country is divided into
sections each under its own governor or district official, whose
duty is to apply the law and rule the area committed to his
charge as the local representative.
"The revenue of Nepal is derived mainly from the land, the
taxation being based on its area and productivity, that in the
Terai from its greater fertility being valued at a much higher
rate than ground in the hills. Revenue collection is simplified
for the tax-gatherer for all he has to do is to go on his rounds
armed with a rent roll and a cheerful face. From the proceeds
of his collection he is granted five per cent., in addition to
being allowed a call on the services of each man in his area
for one day per annum. The servant problem is thus solved
by this patriarchal system of free service*
"The rise of Nepal forms a fascinating chapter in Eastern
history, and an object lesson in the art of conquest, with its
collective gain. About the time when the star of the Moghul
dynasty in India was beginning to set and the American colonists
were throwing the taxed tea forced upon them by George III
into Boston Harbour, a small but warlike band of adventurers
came into Nepal from Central India. They claimed descent
from the Rajputs, the military and fighting sect of the Hindus,
and had inherited their martial qualities from a long line of
free-booters and soldiers of fortune, to whom war was a
passion,
"They settled at Gurkha, a town some thirty-eight miles west
of Khatmandu, and there inter-married with the Mongol stock
of the country. India was in the melting-pot, ancient dynasties
were breaking up, and many of the native states of Hindustan
were in transition. The English and French were^triving for
mastery in southern India and Bengal, with the determined
and resourceful English gradually gaining the upper hand and
carving out a new empire*
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